
 

Eastech Digital Technology moved into their new modern Head Office 
building in mid 2008. The building features full glass front windows 
and a water feature surrounded by Granite and Stone tiles.

  
 
 

 

During the past 12 months, maintenance issues have been noticed 
with the feature glass windows and granite and tiles around the 
water feature. 

 

The windows were becoming stained with water run off
from the roof during heavy rain and the granite and tiles surrounding
the water feature were becoming heavily stained with calcium
carbonate which has been increasingly difficult to remove with
normal cleaning.
 

 

 
 
 

   

Application

All windows at the front of the building were professionally
cleaned and coated with EnduroShield for Glass. The coating will protect 
the glazed surfaces by sealing the porosity of the glass, protecting against 
staining, etching and the general deterioration caused by weather and pollution.

The coating will reduce maintenance costs by minimising time spent cleaning 
as well as extending the period between cleans. Overall, the appearance of 
the building will benefit, with the feature glass windows remaining cleaner 
for longer.    

Similarly, all granite, tiles and stone were cleaned to remove calcium 
carbonate and dirt build up and then coated with EnduroShield for Tile & Grout.
The coating will prevent calcium carbonate and dirt and grime from being 
further absorbed into these surfaces in future. The EnduroShield coating 
provides an easy to clean surface that will prevent staining and degradation 
of these surfaces into the future.

The Result

The application of EnduroShield™ has resulted in a building and 
surrounds that is now much easier to maintain and will resist
staining into the future. The product is environmentally friendly
and the professional application is backed with a full 3 year warranty.
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Up to 90% Less Cleaning

nings on 
the $190M Chatswood Transport Interchange which are 

highly exposed to pollution & grime” 

M.Smart, Project Estimator, Laing O’Rourke

“We put EnduroShield through its paces against concrete and 
cement slurry and we’re very impressed with the results” 

L.Rollason, Facade Manager, Bovis Lend Lease.
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